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G&C (+GI)
How we educate

1. Secondary professional schools
   - technician’s degree

2. Academic education
   - bachelor's degree
   - master’s degree
   - doctor’s degree

3. Post-graduated studies

4. Trainings
Secondary professional schools

- 118 all together
  - 4500 students
  - 225 groups
- 60 active
- 30 good
- 10 very good
G&C (+GI)
How we educate

Academic education

- bachelor's degree
- master's degree
- doctor's degree

2003 – 1300
2010 – 2000
2013 – 3182
2014 – 3155
Post-graduated studies

- mostly new technologies
- mostly GI/GIS
Trainings

- public administrations
- private surveyors
- others
Education and trainings for public administration to support INSPIRE implementation and NSDI development

2009 - 2012

Project co-financed by EU and Poland under the priority V „Good Governance” of the Operational Programme Human Capital
Support of the INSPIRE Directive implementation and the NSDI development

Trainings for public administration employees
Dedicated trainings for the users

Georeference Database of Topographic Objects

State registry of borders and areas of territorial divisions units
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